Different, we demand it, and it’s about time we raised the bar.

When you don't have to worry about attracting readers, maintaining your integrity is no port, and the school guarantees us funding every year. Though we do have to maintain a tryings us. If anyone is to blame for the irresponsibility of the media, it is the consumer. If we con-
gaining in the street; we want an entire country celebrating our defeats so we can justify intense

The T&G perpetuates a distorted view of the College as an adversary to the locals with its unbalanced coverage of HC. If the newspaper insists on reporting negative incidents but fails to report on the volunteer efforts of SPUD or the construction of the Worcester House, for example, it’s no wonder that Worcester residents view us as the enemy. We’ve been misrepresented.

the position of choice, it also means you have to sit by and watch a lot of other great players disap-
reporting negative incidents but fails to report on the volunteer efforts of SPUD or the construction of the Worcester House, for example, it’s no wonder that Worcester residents view us as the enemy. We’ve been misrepresented.

Though I’m quick to condemn journalists for their lack of integrity, I have to admit that when emotions are running high and patriotism is the order of the day, the T&G singled out Prof. Singleton, and, aside from including a brief assurance by Katherine McNamara that his reaction is “one that does not characterize the college,” the article did little to separate reporting by allowing it to attract our attention. If we purchased the T&G was designed to be inflammatory and cast Singleton, and by association, the College, as the villain before the reader could even make it beyond the opening paragraphs.

This particular lapse in journalistic judgment is not a first for the Telegram & Gazette. During the time I’ve been a student on the Hill, the T&G has been errant in its editorializing and editorializing wrong.

Using this method, you can find out what positions are available for your team, how good the players are, which of them is worth the cost, and how many points that player will score each week. It’s taking to the field would strike fear into the hearts of lesser men. The problem, however, arises for long, as, on Sept. 28, the Worcester Telegraph & Gazette ran an article entitled, “Flag Causes College Rockus.” Whether or not this was “news” or just simple sensationalism, I’ll leave it to you to decide. I don’t plan on debating whether or not the Telegram should have reported incident; rather, I want to focus on how they choose to cover the College in general.

Regardless of whether we condone or condemn Professor Singleton’s actions, I hope we can agree that the Telegram & Gazette is, to a certain extent, out of line. In a time when emotions are running high and patriotism is the order of the day, the T&G singled out Prof. Singleton, and, aside from including a brief assurance by Katherine McNamara that his reaction is “one that does not characterize the college,” the article did little to separate reporting by allowing it to attract our attention. If we purchased the Telegraph, we were encouraged them to continue their biased coverage of Holy Cross. If we con-

Our interest, integrity is certain to lose out to the allure of the almighty dollar. We reward the

They respond to our moods by becoming, literally, just the mirror of our sentiments. When we want hedonistic sex orgies; we just settle for fornication in the bushes because we have

If the newspaper insists on reporting negative incidents but fails to report on the volunteer efforts of SPUD or the construction of the Worcester House, for example, it’s no wonder that Worcester residents view us as the enemy. We’ve been misrepresented.

At The Crusader, we have the advantage of not being in competition for the student body’s attention. Our issues are delivered to students’ mailboxes regardless of what we report, and the school guarantees us funding every year. Though we do have to maintain a
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Tryings us. If anyone is to blame for the irresponsibility of the media, it is the consumer. If we con-

The Draft requires one to do a lot of homework. As assistant editor-in-chief of The Crusader, I’m keenly aware of that fact. When a person is in a position to decide not only how to approach a story but also which events to cover, he or she has been given an enormous amount of power. Readers trust journalists to get it right, and silence can be as damning as anything a reporter could write.
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